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Abstract

A number of previous studies have shown that on average, Australian women have much lower superannuation savings than Australian men. This study looks at data from individuals in order to identify some social and demographic characteristics which are correlated with superannuation savings. Using data from Wave 2 of the Household Income and Labour Dynamics in Australia (HILDA) Survey, we use a multiple regression model to assess how superannuation savings vary with gender, marital status, number of children, and education (and interactions of these factors).

The results show that for women there is a clear inverse relationship between the value of superannuation and the number of children they have. Moreover the inverse relationship between a woman’s value of superannuation and her number of children persists after controlling for an extensive range of variables which may affect both her number of children and her superannuation.

The analysis also shows that level of education, migrant status, being an employer or self employed, marital status, age and sex are significantly related to an individuals’ level of superannuation. Suggestions for further research and the implications of the results for Australia’s public debate are discussed.
Introduction

This paper examines how the retirement savings (known in Australia as superannuation) of Australian women and men vary according to the numbers of children they have. In Australia women have historically tended to participate in the labour force less and earn less income than men due to a range of legal, economic and social barriers (Evans 1996). Despite the progressive removal of these barriers over time, they continue to do so (ABS 2005). Women also have tended to have less superannuation than men (Ferris and Olsberg 2001; ABS 2001; Kelly 2006). One of the contributory factors to women’s lack of superannuation has undoubtedly been their loss of earnings from having children (Chapman et al 2001, Breusch and Gray 2004).

Previous studies have investigated the distribution of superannuation contributions and average superannuation balances by age and gender. These studies have been based on various data sources such as superannuation funds membership, life insurance account balances, statistical reports from the superannuation regulator¹, surveys from the Australian Bureau of Statistics, and data from the Australian Tax Office². (Brown, 1994; Rothman 1995; ABS 2001; Clare, 2004). However, it has been quite difficult to compile accurate data on the distribution of superannuation assets for individuals (ABS 2001; Kelly 2003). Many Australians hold multiple superannuation accounts in different funds, so data from any one fund does not reveal the full picture, and it is difficult to aggregate balances from separate funds. Furthermore many

¹ The current regulator is the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) and prior to 1998 it was the Insurance and Superannuation Commissioner. The
² Superannuation savings are subject to a range of tax deductions, rebates, and taxes. Therefore the Australian Tax Office can be the source of data on various aspects of superannuation contributions and benefits.
Australians (especially younger Australians) have a poor knowledge of their own superannuation assets, which has led to significant under-reporting of superannuation assets in ABS surveys. (ABS 2001; ABS 2006c)

Even where estimates of superannuation balances are available, there has previously been little information available on the distribution of assets according to social and demographic characteristics such as marital status, number of children, educational attainment, and migrant status. Therefore the HILDA survey presents a unique opportunity to analyse the variation of superannuation by the number of children on a per person basis, after allowing for confounding variables which are also likely to affect superannuation savings.

This paper firstly outlines the structure and historical development of Australia’s superannuation schemes. A survey of the literature on the economic effects of children and the patterns of fertility in Australia is then presented. We develop hypotheses on the paths through which having children may affect the value of women’s and men’s superannuation. The selectivity of childbearing patterns in Australia is described. A description of the data source and our choice of statistical methods follows. After a descriptive analysis of the variation in women’s and men’s value of superannuation by their age and number of children, we then present the results of a multivariate analysis of the effects of children after controlling for a range of variables related to the selectivity of the differing number of children groups. Finally we discuss the implication of the results for public policy in Australia.
Australia's Superannuation System

In order to understand the current levels of superannuation savings for women in the age range 15 to 55, it is useful to consider the historical development of Australia's superannuation system over the last forty years.

The Voluntary Superannuation System

Prior to the 1980s, the provision of superannuation was not compulsory. However, government tax incentives made superannuation a particularly attractive form of remuneration for people paying high marginal tax rates. Therefore some employers voluntarily provided superannuation benefits as a component of remuneration, particularly in industries where the employers were eager to attract and retain skilled staff. However, superannuation coverage was relatively low - and uneven. High income earners were much more likely to have superannuation than low-income earners. White collar workers were more likely to have superannuation than blue collar workers. Public servants were more likely to have superannuation than low income earners. Full time workers were more likely to have superannuation than part time workers.

Coverage rates were particularly low for women. In 1974, only 15% of female employees were members of a superannuation scheme, compared to 41% of men. (Hancock et al. 1977). Even by 1985, there was still a considerable disparity in coverage rates by gender. A government enquiry into the superannuation system in the late 1970s found that many superannuation funds discriminated against women, both directly and indirectly. Some schemes simply did not allow women to join at all – a 1972 survey
reported that 21% of all private sector schemes were confined to male employees. In some schemes, there were different eligibility rules for men and women – for example men were allowed to join at age 21, but women were not allowed to join until age 25. (Hancock et al. 1977). In some public sector funds, only single women were allowed to join the fund. When a woman married, her employment status was changed to "temporary employee"; she would be paid a dowry benefit; and she would then be excluded from participation in the fund. Sometimes the rules were indirectly discriminatory – for example, many funds were set up for the benefit of full time employees only - part-timers (predominantly women) were not allowed to join.

The Sex Discrimination Act was introduced in 1984, forbidding discrimination based on sex or marital status; but initially there was a blanket exemption for superannuation funds. Regulations requiring equal treatment in the provision of superannuation only became effective in the mid-1990s, subject to various transitional arrangements (although due to changes in social attitudes, many superannuation funds had already updated their rules before this date).

How would current superannuation assets be affected by the past history of the superannuation system? Even if women did have superannuation coverage in the pre-compulsory era, it might not flow through to an increase in the current level of savings. At that time, fund members would generally be entitled to withdraw their benefits in cash whenever they resigned from their job. Hence the past superannuation savings could have been dissipated long ago. This applies to both men and women. However, people were generally only entitled to take a cash benefit on resignation – so women who left the
workforce to look after children are very likely to fall into this category. In 1987 the
government introduced preservation requirements\(^3\), which have been gradually tightened
over the years. The preservation requirements are designed to prevent people from taking
superannuation benefits in cash prior to retirement\(^4\).

**The Compulsory Superannuation System**

During the 1980s, the trade union movement became interested in obtaining
superannuation benefits for their members. Some of the stronger unions began lobbying
employers to provide superannuation benefits for blue-collar workers - even taking
industrial action in support of their claims. At the time, the Labor Party (which had close
ties to the union movement) was in government. They worked with the union movement
to extend superannuation coverage. Essentially, this was done via the industrial relations
system: industrial awards were negotiated which required employers to pay at least 3% of
wages into specified superannuation funds for most employees. Over the period from
1986 to 1991, superannuation coverage increased from about 40% of the population up to
about 80% of the population.

In 1992, the Labor government introduced the Superannuation Guarantee Charge
(SGC). This made it compulsory for employers to provide superannuation contributions

---

\(^3\) The preservation requirements were introduced under the regulations to the Occupational Superannuation

\(^4\) Initially the preservation requirements only applied to part of the benefit, i.e. it was possible to take part
of the benefit in cash on resignation. However the rules were gradually tightened over the years - any
benefits arising from contributions made after 1 July 1999 must be fully preserved. A preservable benefit
cannot be taken out of the superannuation system unless the member meets a condition of release, e.g.
death, total and permanent disability, retirement after age 55, etc. The rules are quite complicated and have
changed frequently over the years.
for nearly all employees. The system was phased in over time. Initially, the minimum contribution was 3% of salary or wages (for small employers) or 4% (for large employers). However, the rate was increased year by year until it reached 9% in 2002. There are some exceptions. These include employees who earn less than $450 per month in one job, part-time workers under age 18, and self-employed people. Since women are more likely to work part-time (possibly in multiple jobs), the $450 limit is likely to have a stronger impact on women.

There have been some concerns about compliance with the SGC requirements: there is evidence that some employers simply do not make the contributions which they should be making. The workers who are most vulnerable in this respect are those on the fringes of the labor market - people in low-paid and unskilled jobs, people in casual and part-time positions, people in jobs with high turnover (typically young people working in the hospitality industry), and migrants: that is, people who may be unaware of their rights or reluctant to complain for fear of losing their jobs. It seems likely that females would be over-represented in this group, although of course it is difficult to obtain reliable statistics on non-compliance. (Senate Select Committee on Superannuation and Financial Services, 2001). The Australian Tax Office, which is responsible for monitoring and enforcing compliance, has reported many cases of non-compliance, especially affecting women.

---

5 Technically, employers do not have to pay the superannuation contributions. But if they don't, they are required to pay additional tax. The cost of the tax exceeds the cost of the superannuation contributions, so most employers prefer to pay the contributions.

6 From time to time there are proposals to increase the compulsory contribution rate to 12% or even 15%, but this is contrary to the policy of the current government.

7 Employer groups have suggested that this amount should be increased to $800 per month, which would mean that many workers would no longer be eligible for the SGC. However, at present this is not government policy.
(ATO, 1999a and 199b). Unions have also been active in pursuing employers who are tardy in making payments.

**Additional Voluntary Contributions**

The current superannuation system is a combination of the old voluntary system and the new compulsory system. Some employers pay more than the minimum 9% contribution for their employees.\(^8\) The higher level of contributions may be negotiated as part of an Enterprise Agreement, or as part of an Australian Workplace Agreement. Most superannuation funds would also allow employees to make additional voluntary contributions, out of their own pockets. In fact some of the long-established funds even require employees to make contributions, typically at say 3% or 5% of salaries. Most of the newer funds (e.g. those which have been established in the last decade) do not require employee contributions, but allow this as an option. However, relatively few people make additional voluntary contributions. Men are more likely to be making additional voluntary contributions than women (30.4% of male jobholders were making personal contributions, compared to 21.4% of women) (ABS 2001). The main reasons given for not making personal contributions were: cost and affordability; disinterest and lack of consideration or motivation; ineligibility; preference for alternative investments or mortgages. Over the last few years, the government has attempted to encourage more voluntary employee contributions by providing co-contribution. The co-contribution was not introduced until after the HILDA survey which is the subject of this research. We

---

\(^8\) As an example, the Unisuper superannuation fund (which covers most University staff) requires employer contributions of 17% of salary.
discuss the probable impact of the co-contribution below, under the heading Policy Implications.

**Spouse Contributions**

In 1996 the government decided to provide some tax incentives to encourage men to make provision for their stay-at-home wives. Men who make Spouse Contributions are entitled to claim a tax deduction. The amount of the deduction depends on the amount of the superannuation contribution and the income level of the wife. The maximum tax deduction is $540, which applies when the contribution is $3000 or more, and the wife earns less than $11,800 per annum. No benefit is available if the wife earns more than $13,800. When this policy was introduced, critics pointed out that this tax concession would be likely to be beneficial for the stay-at-home wives of high-income husbands. When the family income is low, then it is less likely that the family would be able to afford to make extra contributions. The evidence to date suggests that this initiative has not been particularly effective in improving superannuation savings for women. The take up-rate has been quite low (Olsberg, 2005).

**The Economic Implications of Children in Australia and Their Implications for Women’s and Men’s Superannuation Contributions**

---

9 The legislation also provides tax deductions for women who make contributions for their low-income spouses.
Having children has a range of implications for family budgets and hence for superannuation contributions. Firstly, it reduces the wages and salaries earned by the family (it has ‘indirect costs’), particularly those of the female partner. According to Chapman et al. (2001) and Breusch and Gray (2004) the earnings women forego as a result of having children are substantial, with the majority of lost earnings being attributable to the first child. The reduction in women’s earnings resulting from having children would lead to reduced contributions in absolute terms being paid into their superannuation schemes by their employers and, where fund rules require employees to make personal contributions into superannuation funds, to women making reduced employee contributions as well.

Secondly, substantial additional expenditure is required to provide for additional children (Henman 2001, Percival and Harding 2002). In combination with the reduced income of (usually) the female partner this reduces the funds available for other (non-child related) outlays including voluntary contributions into superannuation funds.

Thirdly, additional children may change a family’s preferences relating to the purchase of assets (Cobb-Clark and Hildebrand 2002). For example with a larger number of children a larger, more expensive house and family car may be preferred, life assurance may become a more attractive option, and there may be a preference for retaining funds in liquid assets which may be sold to cover future child-related outlays (education, weddings etc.) rather than to have the funds locked up in superannuation
Fourthly, parents of children may benefit from a complex range of government benefits which are payable. The more significant benefits are means tested on family income (Family Tax Benefit Part A) and on the income of the lower earning parent (Family Tax Benefit Part B) (McDonald 2001). There is also a means-tested benefit which partially covers the cost of childcare. With effect from July 2004, the Australian Federal Government introduced a substantial, flat-rate payment to the mothers of all newly-born children, known as the Maternity Benefit, and increased the amounts and income thresholds for eligibility for Family Tax Benefits. In doing so it phased out a tax rebate based on the reduction of income following the birth of the first child, known as the Baby Bonus. The values of child-related government benefits, however, are almost certainly considerably less than the direct and indirect costs which are incurred as a result of additional children.

The Selectivity of Childbearing

When comparing the superannuation amounts of people with different numbers of children it should be remembered that different demographic subgroups of the population differ in their propensities to have children and, if they have children, in the numbers of children they have. In Australia there are differentials in fertility by socioeconomic status, ethnicity and marital status. Highly educated women tend to have fewer children on average and are much more likely to remain childless (Carmichael and McDonald 2003, Parr 2005, 2007). Women (and men) who were educated in non Government schools also have high rates of childlessness, more so for those who were educated in fully independent schools than for those who were educated in Catholic schools (Parr 2005, 2007). A woman’s number of children is inversely related to her labour force attachment.
However in large part this correlation may reflect women with more children reducing their attachment to the labour force as a result of their family responsibilities (Carmichael and McDonald 2003). Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders continue to have larger number of children on average than non Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders, although the gap has fallen markedly since the early 1970s (Gray and Tesfaghiorghis 1993, Taylor 2003). Among women, Muslims, Buddhists, and adherents to Pentacostal Christianity and certain smaller sects tend to have relatively large numbers of children, whilst women with no religion tend to have relatively few children (Carmichael and McDonald 2003, Newman and Hugo 2007). The average numbers of children of migrant women and Australia-born women differ little. However there is a wide variation in fertility between different overseas regions of birth. Women born in the Middle east, the Pacific islands and some of the less developed nations of South-East Asia tend to have relatively large numbers of children, whilst the family sizes of migrants from Europe and East Asia tend to be relatively small (Carmichael and McDonald 2003). Although the fertility levels of the never married have risen considerably since the 1970s while those of the married have fallen, married women still have considerably more children than never married women. The differences in numbers of children between women who are currently married and those who are separated, divorced or widowed are relatively small (Carmichael and McDonald 2003).

Data
The data used are from Waves 1 and 2 of the Household, Income and Labour Dynamics in Australia Survey (or HILDA for short). Wave 1 of this nationwide, longitudinal survey was conducted in 2001 and Wave 2 between August 2002 and March 2003. The sample design employed a multi-stage cluster sample of households. Remote areas of the country were not sampled (Watson and Wooden 2002a, 2002b, 2002c). Respondents were asked, firstly, for their various superannuation funds combined to choose a range in which the valuation of their superannuation lies and then, secondly, to give a best estimate of the value within that range. The analysis presented here has been restricted to 3,833 males and 4,032 females aged 25-54 last birthday on 30th June 2002 who had not retired. Those aged less than 25 were excluded from the analysis because many below this age have yet to complete education and establish themselves in the labour force. The over 55s were excluded because the superannuation of many above this age will have been affected by retirement.

Method

We estimate censored regression (Tobit) models, since a significant number (13.5%) of individuals aged between 25 to 55 report a superannuation value of zero, indicating that either they have not been employed in Australia since 1992, or that they have been self-employed or in one of the categories which are exempt for superannuation contributions, described previously. The latent underlying model is given by:

\[ y_i^* = \beta X_i + u_i, \quad \text{with} \quad u_i \sim N(0, \sigma^2) \]
Where \( y_i^* \) is the (unobserved) value of superannuation and \( X_i \) a set of covariates, one of which the number of children. \( y_i^* \) is censored to the left at zero, i.e. we observe \( y_i^* \) when the value is greater than 0 and 0 otherwise.

This censored regression model is estimated by maximum likelihood where the censoring in zero is accounted for in the following log likelihood function:

\[
\log L = \sum_{y_i=0} \log \Phi\left(\frac{-X_i' \beta}{\sigma}\right) + \sum_{y_i>0} \log \left(\frac{1}{\sigma} \phi\left(\frac{y_i - X_i' \beta}{\sigma}\right)\right)
\]

Where \( \Phi(\cdot) \) and \( \phi(\cdot) \) are, respectively, the Normal cdf and density.

In view of the well documented differences between men and women in income, labour force participation and superannuation, we incorporate a number of interaction variables between sex and other explanatory variables, including number of children and education, into the regression in order to capture this heterogeneity. Since the effects of some explanatory variables are likely to cumulate with age (i.e. over time) we also include interaction terms between age and other explanatory variables.

The estimated parameters of the model correspond to the impact of each of the variables on the conditional mean of the unobserved latent variable \( y_i^* \), that is \( E[y_i^* | X_i] \).

However, this is not our primary interest. We rather focus on the effects of each variable on the conditional mean of the observed superannuation values, that is \( E[y_i | X_i] \). Greene

---

10 The model is estimated using the Olsen’s (1978) transformation of the parameters: \( \theta = 1/\sigma \) and \( \gamma = \beta(1/\sigma) \), which leads to the following log likelihood:

\[
\log L = \sum_{y_i=0} \log \Phi\left(-X_i' \gamma \right) + \sum_{y_i>0} \left(-\frac{1}{2}\right) \left\{ \log(2\pi) - \log(\theta^2) + (\theta y_i - X_i' \gamma)^2 \right\}
\]
(1999) shows that the marginal effect of each variable \( k \) associated to the conditional mean of the observed dependent variable is simply the coefficient obtained for the variable weighted by the probability that the observation is non-censored:

\[
me_k = \frac{\partial E[y_i | X_i]}{\partial X_k} = \beta_k \times \left( 1 - \Phi \left( \frac{-X_i \beta}{\sigma} \right) \right)
\]

Because of the non linearity of this Tobit model, the slope coefficients then depend on the value of the X variables. A common practice is to report their value evaluated at the sample mean of X. These are the marginal effects we report in the result tables for continuous variables. Concerning dichotomous and interaction explanatory variables in the model, we recalculate the true marginal effects by evaluating the conditional mean for the two alternative values taken by the variables and taking the differences. Indeed, for such variables, the sample mean is meaningless and so would be the marginal effects evaluated at such points. Formally, the marginal effects of dummy variables are computed as follows and reported in the tables of results:

Marginal effect \( = E[y_i | x_i^1] - E[y_i | x_i^0] \)

\[
= \left( 1 - \Phi (\alpha_i^1) \right) L_i + \Phi (\alpha_i^1) \times \left[ x_i \beta + \sigma \lambda (\alpha_i^1) \right] - \left( 1 - \Phi (\alpha_i^0) \right) L_i + \Phi (\alpha_i^0) \times \left[ x_i \beta + \sigma \lambda (\alpha_i^0) \right]
\]
Results

Exploratory Analysis

The median value of men’s superannuation exceeds that for women at all ages in the 25 to 54 range (Figure 1). For men the median value of superannuation increases steeply over all age intervals, with the increase becoming progressively steeper as age increases. In contrast for women the increase is much flatter, and indeed the between 30-34 and 35-39 and 40-44 and 45-49 age groups there is no increase at all. This would reflect women’s lower labour force participation rates, the previously discriminatory superannuation system, and differences in income between women and men.

For women within age groups there is a general decline in the median value of superannuation with an increase in the number of children (Figure 2). In each of the age groups considered childless women have a higher median value of superannuation than women with other numbers of children (Figure 3). In each age group women with four or more children have the lowest median. Indeed the median is zero or a little above zero for all ages. Whilst the median value of superannuation of women with one child is relatively high in the 30-39 age range, above the age of 45 it is relatively low. The variation within age groups in the median value of superannuation by the number of children is considerably less for men than for women. Moreover, for men there is no clear general pattern of variation with the number of children, except that in most age groups men with one child have a relatively low value.
Some of the variation in superannuation value would be due to the selectivity of the different number of children groups. For example for both men and women the value of superannuation of increases with the level of education (Figures 4 and 5). However there are differences in the distribution of education between the number of children categories, particularly for women (Figure 6). In most age groups the proportion of childless women who have a Bachelor’s degree or above is relatively high and the proportion of women with 3 or more children who do so is relatively low. Between the ages of 35 and 49 the proportion of women with one child who have a Bachelor’s degree or above exceeds that of any other number of children, a pattern which would reflect the postponement of the first birth among more highly educated women. For men the proportion of childless men with a Bachelor’s degree or above is relatively high below the age of 40 and relatively low above the age of 45 (Figure 7)

Multivariate Analysis

The HILDA data confirms the existence of the superannuation savings gap which has been so well documented in a number of studies. Average savings for women are much lower than average superannuation savings for men. However, the discrepancy cannot be entirely explained by the traditional female role in child care. Even after controlling for a range of variables including age, number of children, education and marital status, women have on average $10,858 less superannuation than men. It is likely a major part of this residual effect of being a female may be attributed to the fact the cumulative effects of women’s past and continuing disadvantage in the labour market
both in terms of pay levels and access to higher ranking jobs associated with larger superannuation contributions. This is consistent with the results of Olsberg’s research (2005).

The number of children is a strong determinant of the level of superannuation accumulated by women, as shown by the results of a test of the restricted model without the variables related to children against the unrestricted model with children. Compared to the childless, women with one child experience an average loss of $9,538 whilst men do not experience a significant change. For women this loss increases rapidly with the second and third children, amounting to more than $30,000. No doubt this reflects that the fact that women are more likely to leave the labour force (temporarily or not) or to work on a part-time basis while the children are young. It seems likely that the associated reductions in disposable income (and the direct costs of raising children) would make it difficult to take advantage of tax incentives such as the Spouse Contribution initiative.

However, the evidence shows that the number of children does not have a strong impact on the level of superannuation accumulated by men. The effect of children on men’s superannuation is curvilinear, with men with two or three children having higher value of superannuation than other men. This may reflect a selection effect whereby men with several children are more likely to have steadier jobs, hence higher superannuation values at any age. It may also reflect fathers working longer hours to earn more money in order to cover the direct costs and indirect costs (their partner’s loss of earnings) of the children (Weinshenker 2007). The positive effects of men having two or three children are considerably smaller in magnitude than the corresponding negative effects for women. Thus the overall effects of additional children on a couple’s superannuation will
almost certainly be negative. Again, this is consistent with other research: a NATSEM study revealed that couples without children have higher average balances than couples with children (Kelly and Harding, 2007).

As one would expect, superannuation savings increase with age. The combined effects of age imply the value of superannuation increases throughout the age range analysed, with a change of curvature around the 35 towards an increase of the rate of increase. The compound effect of the interest gained on superannuation, along with the positive relation observed between age and wages would be the major explanation of this result. It may also reflect that with retirement approaching, higher incomes, mortgages paid off, and some or all of the children having left home and gained their financial independence people in the later stages of the age range analysed are likely to have made more voluntary contributions into their superannuation. At younger age, individuals may be more likely to neglect issues related to superannuation as they relate to a distant future, more so than older individuals. This would be consistent with ABS data about voluntary contribution patterns by age (ABS 2001). Kelly and Harding (2007) report that baby-boomers put twice as much each week into their superannuation as those under age 45.

Regarding the effect of education, the combination of the baseline effect and the related interaction with age shows that the effect of having a Bachelor’s or higher degree is negative below age 29 but positive and increasingly large thereafter. The value of about $13,000 obtained as the initial loss attached to having a Bachelor’s degree or higher (assuming the average individual graduates at age 21) then represents the average initial opportunity cost in superannuation terms of tertiary education. Once the degree is obtained, positive returns to education kick in, explaining the observed faster increase of
the superannuation. Similarly, men having completed year 12 incur a loss of superannuation but recover from it with time in similar magnitudes as individuals with a Bachelor degree or higher. However, considering that individuals complete year 12 by age 18, the initial loss incurred amounts for about $19,000. This result obtained on individuals having completed year 12 may be attributed to the fact that the slope coefficients are expressed with reference to drop outs but also to individuals who have completed a TAFE course. It is to be noted that the effect of a year 12 education for women is the opposite to that for men. Indeed, women who completed year 12 experience a larger superannuation of about $38,000 compared to women who did not by age 18 but the difference withers with age at an average rate of $2,000 a year.

The combination of the baseline effect of being born overseas and the interaction term for age shows that towards the younger end of the age range analysed, men who were born overseas have only a slight disadvantage to Australia born men, and this disadvantage increases steadily with advancing age. This result may be partly explained by a higher percentage of overseas born men at the younger end of the age range analysed having grown up and been educated in Australia. The negative slope obtained for the interaction with age reflects the changes to migrant selection over time: older migrants are more likely to have been low skilled migrants whereas younger ones would have been selected on the basis of more recent migration policies promoting skilled migration (Parr and Guo 2005). The cumulation of migrant superannuation disadvantage with increasing age may also reflect the cumulative effect of migrant disadvantage in the labour force, including due to discrimination, over time.
The superannuation disadvantage for female migrants is more pronounced at younger ages, about $17,000 for 18 years old females. However, because of the positive interaction effect with age for females, on average, they recover this loss fully by age 31. The reason we observe such a difference between male and female migrants is probably due to the fact that a larger proportion of the principal applicants for skilled migration are male, whilst a larger number of women migrate under a family reunion schemes. It may also reflect differences in gender roles within the family, with migrant women being more likely than their Australia-born counterparts to withdraw from the labour force following childbirth.

For both women and men the extent to which the separated, divorced and widowed (henceforth ‘formerly married’) have less superannuation than currently married men and never married men increases with age, starting from age 30. This may reflect the cumulative effects of sole parenthood on income. Surprisingly there is no significant difference between the superannuation values of formerly married men and formerly married females. A broadly similar pattern to that of the formerly married is observed for men who are currently in a de facto relationship. The similarity may reflect that most of the men in the latter part of the age range considered who are in a de facto relationship have previously been married. For women who are currently in a de facto relationship, a significantly different pattern is observed, with older women having a lesser disadvantage than their younger counterparts.

As expected, self employed individuals have a significantly lower level of superannuation, and the gap with their salary owner counterparts widens with age. While the new policy adopted in 1993 imposes compulsory contributions for the wage earners,
it is not so for self-employed individuals. Moreover, the self-employed experience greater variability and uncertainty in their income. This explains most of the differences observed between wage earners and self-employed. Noticeably, no significant difference emerges between self-employed women and men.

**Conclusion and Policy Implications**

The inadequacy of women’s superannuation savings has been well-known for many years. The analysis in this paper illustrates that the extent of women’s deficit in the value of their superannuation increases steeply with the number of children they have. Moreover, substantial negative effects of the number of children a woman remains after controlling for a range of variables which are related to the selectivity of female childbearing. Thus, whilst by no means all women’s superannuation deficit is child-related, nonetheless within the female population the superannuation deficit of women with more children should be particular concern.

The government has already introduced a number of initiatives to address women’s superannuation deficit, but with varying success. Some of these initiatives were introduced after the collection of the data used in this research - we await the release of the next wave of the survey, which will enable us to assess the impact of these more recent changes to the rules. The spouse contribution tax incentive (introduced in 1996) was designed to encourage voluntary contributions for low-income women. The take-up rate has been low. This may reflect, firstly, that the benefit is only available to low-income women. It seems likely that families with non-working mothers would have
difficulty in making additional voluntary contributions. Secondly, it may be that many 
women are unaware of this benefit. Thirdly, the tax incentive is fairly low (a rebate of 
18% of the contribution).

The introduction of the government co-contribution (effective from 1 July 2003 – 
after the data analysed were collected) provided an incentive for low and middle income 
workers to make voluntary contributions. Whenever an eligible employee makes a 
voluntary contribution, the government also makes its own contribution into the 
member's account. The amount payable depends on the member's income and the amount 
of the member's contribution. The maximum co-contribution is $1500, which is payable 
when an eligible employee with income below $28,000 makes a contribution of $1000. 
The amount of the co-contribution reduces to nil for a person with income above 
$58,000. 11  Data released by the ATO suggests that the co-contribution system has been 
particularly beneficial to women: 63% of co-contributions went to women (House of 
Representatives Standing Committee on Economics, Finance, and Public Administration, 
2006). The co-contribution is not targeted specifically at women; nor does it give special 
treatment to women who have child care responsibilities. In fact, this benefit is not 
available to people who are not working (you must be an eligible employee in order to 
receive the co-contribution). Given the problems identified in our research, this seems 
counter-productive – the people who are out of the workforce, caring for children, are the 
ones who most need assistance in saving for retirement.

The Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission has recently released 
which advocated changes in the co-contribution system – specifically that the Australian

---

11 At present self-employed people are not eligible for the co-contribution, but this is under review. Also, 
the calculation of income, for these purposes, is subject to special rules.
Government extend the Superannuation Co-contribution Scheme to individuals not in the paid workforce because of caring responsibilities including caring for dependent adults or children. An individual is to be eligible for government funded co-contributions if he or she is either eligible for Carer Payment, eligible for Parenting Payment or in receipt of Carer Allowance in addition to another income support payment for persons of working age (HREOC 2007). The House of Representatives Standing Committee (2006) has made similar recommendations – they argued that the co-contribution should be available for women, and they went further, arguing that the compulsory superannuation system should be extended to women on maternity leave. In many other countries, women who are responsible for child care are given extra assistance from the government, in the provision of retirement income. In other countries which have social security systems administered by the government, child-care credits are awarded, boosting entitlements to old age pension benefits (Olsberg and Ferris 2001). This would be difficult to implement in Australia, under the current mean-tested social security system. But in principle, there may be good reasons to provide financial assistance specifically targeted at women with children. Since our research suggests that child care is a major component of the savings gap, this proposal seems worthy of careful consideration as a targeted solution to the problem.

When women take time off from paid employment to fulfill family responsibilities, they are likely to become more dependent on their partner for financial support in retirement. Of course, this can become an issue when a marriage breaks down. At the time the data we have analysed were collected, the Family Law rules were not at all clear about the treatment of superannuation assets on divorce. Technically, since
superannuation funds are trust funds, the trustee was holding the assets in trust for the member. The superannuation money was not the property of the husband. There was considerable variation in the treatment of superannuation assets in divorce - often the wife would not receive a fair share of this benefit. With the introduction of the compulsory superannuation system, superannuation assets have become an increasingly significant component of the family's assets. Therefore it became more important to ensure that there was a fairer system for dividing the superannuation entitlement in the event of divorce. Family Law was changed in 2003, and superannuation is now considered to be an asset which must be taken into account when dividing assets on divorce. This does not necessarily mean that a wife will receive a share of her husband’s super, because the division of assets is negotiated. There may be a trade off, e.g. the wife might keep the family home and the husband might keep the superannuation assets. As yet, there is little information available on the impact of the new rules. It would be interesting to monitor the superannuation savings of divorced women relative to married women – and this would be an area for future research.

The adequacy of the superannuation of much of Australia’s population has been questioned – even for those working full time for thirty years, the adequacy of the existing system is arguable (since it depends on your definition of “adequate”) (Senate Select Committee on Superannuation 2002; Taylor and Lloyd 2004; House of Representatives Standing Committee 2006). For those who spend a significant amount of time out of the workforce, or working part-time, the outlook may be quite bleak (Olsberg 2005). One of the reasons for this is that cohort life expectancies in the older ages have been increasing more rapidly than official estimates had forecast (Booth and Tickle
The analysis in this paper suggests that rising fertility may be a secondary demographic threat to the adequacy of the nation’s superannuation and also to its gender equity (ABS 2006b). However, rising fertility should also eventually result in a proportionately larger workforce and hence revenue base from which to fund the costs associated with population ageing. Australian Federal Treasurer Peter Costello’s much reported soundbite ‘If you can have children it's a good thing to do - you should have one for the father, one for the mother and one for the country, if you want to fix the ageing demographic’ (Dodson 2004) recognizes the value of higher fertility as a response to the challenges posed by population ageing. However, as our analysis shows, women who contribute to ‘fixing the ageing demographic’ by having children face the prospect of a less comfortable retirement as a consequence of their doing so. Mechanisms are needed which ensure that at least some of the financial dividend to the nation which (probably) results from raising fertility levels more children is distributed to those who have had the children.

The immediate budgetary difficulties faced by families with children have received much attention in Australia’s public debate. A succession of new benefits and supplements to existing government benefits has been introduced to help families to cope with the financial difficulties they face. In 2002 the Australian Federal Government introduced a new, means-tested tax offset, known at the ‘Baby Bonus’ which was payable to the parents of new-born children, with the amount depending on the reduction in parental income following the birth of the first child. With effect from July 2004 a new, universal, flat-rate payment to the parents of new born children, known at the ‘Maternity Benefit’ was introduced whilst payment a smaller, means-tested payment made at birth
(known as the ‘Maternity Allowance’) and the ‘Baby Bonus’ to the parents of new-born children were discontinued. At the same time the amounts and eligibility for means-tested payments to the parents of dependent children (known as Family Tax Benefits) were increased (Australian Government 2004). A substantial tax rebate of per child childcare costs up to a specified limit was announced in the 2005 budget, with effect for expenses incurred over the 2004-05 financial year. In view of the prospective budgetary problems in retirement of women (and families) with children, which the analysis in this paper highlights, we would suggest any future improvements to the range of family-related benefits should include a Federal Government contribution to the superannuation of the lower earning parent (most of whom would be mothers).

The results of the analyses presented here are preliminary and we envisage modification to the models in the future. In order to understand the variation in superannuation better further analysis is needed to examine whether the effects of children on women’s superannuation are purely a product of their reduced labour force participation and income with more children or whether voluntary contributions to superannuation also are affected. Analysis is also needed of the variation in partner’s contributions with the number of children. Moreover work which examines the variation in asset portfolios more generally is needed to assess whether the reduction in superannuation with increasing numbers of children is compensated for by changes in the partner’s superannuation or by other components of household wealth.
Tables and Figures

Figure 1: Median Value of Superannuation by Age and Sex
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Figure 2: Median Value of Superannuation for Women by Age and Number of Children
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Figure 3: Median Value of Superannuation for Men by Age and Number of Children
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Figure 4: Median Value of Superannuation for Women by Age and Highest Level of Education
Figure 5: Median Value of Superannuation for Men by Age and Highest Level of Education

[Graph showing the median value of superannuation for men by age and highest level of education, with lines representing different levels of education such as Below Year, Year 12, Bachelor's, and Above.]
Figure 6: Proportion With a Bachelor’s Degree or Above for Women by Age and Number of Children
Figure 6: Proportion With a Bachelor’s Degree or Above for Men by Age and Number of Children
Table 1: Tobit estimation on the Value of Superannuation (marginal effects)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>Sample mean (non dummy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of Children:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None (reference)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>-3,782.70</td>
<td>4,134.66</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>8,022.02*</td>
<td>3,663.34</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>8,703.80*</td>
<td>4,444.32</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four or More</td>
<td>-2,829.09</td>
<td>5,185.47</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interaction of Female and Number of Children:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None (reference)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>-9,538.05+</td>
<td>5,569.93</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>-27,677.86***</td>
<td>4,185.01</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>-33,282.51***</td>
<td>4,316.29</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four or More</td>
<td>-38,631.79***</td>
<td>4,610.49</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-10,858.88*</td>
<td>4,778.96</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s Degree</td>
<td>-42,342.83***</td>
<td>8,879.62</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Bachelor’s Degree and Age</td>
<td>1,615.00***</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>10.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 12</td>
<td>-50,173.90***</td>
<td>12,347.77</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Year 12 and Age</td>
<td>1,776.95***</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>18.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Female and Year 12</td>
<td>76,031.41***</td>
<td>15,296</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Female, Year 12 and Age</td>
<td>-2078.04***</td>
<td>379.84</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>9.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migrant</td>
<td>38,738.85*</td>
<td>17,875.40</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Migrant and Age</td>
<td>-1,552.05***</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>9.478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Female and Migrant</td>
<td>-38,728.25+</td>
<td>21,663</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Female, Migrant and Age</td>
<td>1,199.48*</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>4.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital Status:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never Married or Currently Married (reference)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formerly Married</td>
<td>61,671.02*</td>
<td>29,928.90</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Formerly Married and Age</td>
<td>-1,803.33**</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>6.459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Formerly Married and Female</td>
<td>-25,534.13</td>
<td>29,539</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Female, Formerly Married and Age</td>
<td>958.89</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>3.872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Facto</td>
<td>80,013.22**</td>
<td>29,781.29</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of De Facto and Age</td>
<td>-2,322.70***</td>
<td>626</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Female and De Facto</td>
<td>-83,341.20*</td>
<td>33,288</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Female, De Facto and Age</td>
<td>2,699.58**</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>1.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self Employed</td>
<td>30,305.94</td>
<td>24,367.33</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Self Employed and Age</td>
<td>-1,563.50**</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>4.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Female and Self Employed</td>
<td>-10,153.57</td>
<td>32,549</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction of Female, Self Employed and Age</td>
<td>580.52</td>
<td>781</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>1.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>19,265.04*</td>
<td>8,863</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>39.334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Squared</td>
<td>-494.95*</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>1,611.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age Cubed</td>
<td>4.68*</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>68,454.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-239,563.87*</td>
<td>112,913</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nb obs: 5635
Log likelihood: -63715.19
Restricted LogL: -68164.76
LR-stat (restricted model vs. unrestricted): 8899.137
P-value: 0.000000
LR-stat of model with vs. model without children variables: 7604.16
P-value: 0.000000

*** p < 0.001, ** 0.001 ≤ p < 0.01, * 0.01 ≤ p < 0.05 , + 0.05 ≤ p < 0.10
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